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Abstract 

Title:  Censoring Private Information from Network Packet Traces 

Author: Suzan Jastaniah 

Advisor: David LeVan, Ph. D. 

Censoring Mechanism of Network packet traces has been studied in this paper which 

corresponds to the issue of client information security during network connectivity pinging. 

Typically when client checks its connectivity with server, its private information is 

communicated which can create vulnerability for the client. To solve this issue, censoring 

mechanism and censoring techniques have been read in depth with objective to provide a 

mechanism for securing client’s information from revealing to any third party. An encryption 

mechanism is proposed, in this regard, for the encapsulation and encryption of private 

network information in the network traces. Different encryption techniques have been read 

in this regard and AES encryption with use of evaluation algorithm has been chosen for 

implementation. Packet socket algorithm has been chosen for creation of encryption 

technique and Java programming has been used for the task. Moreover, implementation 

technique is made in response to the prevailing problems, so that a proper solution may be 

formed. In the end, implementation is tested through Wireshark tool and it is ensured that 

during client server communication, encrypted data is not revealed to any of such kinds of 

tool. On the basis of tests, glitches have been removed. Paper is concluded by first explaining 

possible limitations to the mechanism and with the future recommended approaches and 

solution that can be applied for improving the technique of information censoring. 
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Chapter 1                                                          

 

1.1 Introduction 

Censorship is a rampant practice in every data network. Indeed, it is a very essential 

practice in public networks. Network connectivity information is the types of information 

which is required periodically by the user to check its up time and availability of resources. 

Pinging of server or the connected devices is the most usual way to gain information about 

network connectivity to external resources. Certain commands are used in this regard, while 

certain protocols like OSPF etc. have an inbuilt configuration of providing user with periodic 

ping information about connectivity to other devices.  

This ping and network trace procedure however involves that client shares its private 

information to the next party. This header information includes, client network’s gateway IP 

address, port addresses, usernames and passwords involved and other cookies information. 

Moreover, depending upon the number of intermediary devices, it is possible that client 

packet is passed from more than one check points before it reaches the server, hence sharing 

its information to other irrelevant devices as well.  

This shared information to irrelevant third parties can be used at any point of time, 

by the wrong doers to gain information about the network and initiate attack. The client 

packet traces can provide information to attackers that can be extremely useful to attackers. 

Moreover, there excessive and routine transmission increases the risk of attack. For this 

purpose, it is required to censor or privatize this information in such a way that either no one 

or only concerned party may read it while it stays unreadable by others.  
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Different approaches can be used and are being researched amongst which, censorship and 

encryption of header bits is being researched the most [1].  

This paper is also focused on the security of data packets that are communicated 

between client and server during network maintenance and network supervision. In the 

regard, a methodology of network information censorship is proposed that encapsulates 

important information at the client’s end, into an encrypted, unreadable format, and transmits 

it to the server. Server than uses its decryption mechanism to decrypt the information and 

read it accordingly. In the end, limitations related to the research are discussed with the 

future work that can be performed over it. Research is concluded with the final result of the 

overall implementation.  

1.1.1 Background of Study 

In most internet application today, there are several information about users 

which the network should seek to remain private to only the users in order to prevent 

attackers from manipulating this information and performing attacks to user 

accounts. Network tracing is done either by default, or manually by the network 

administrator. These packets may include ping or tracer packets that are widely used 

in routine by clients to check the network connectivity. These packets carry important 

network information and if breached, can cause a threat to entire network. . As the 

communication is based on packets like scrub tcpdump, tcpurify and tcpdpriv etc. so, 

relevant complications and security mechanisms are required to keep the network 

information private. Different Techniques that are used for securing the TCP/IP 

communication are explained as below: 

 

1. SCRUB-tcpdumb 

Tcpdump command is used for packet sniffing and capturing the traffic that is being 

communicated between two parties. SCRUB-tcpdumb command is used in this regard, to as 

anonymize the traffic as possible. This command is typically used by the clients and network 
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administrators to keep their network information random enough to be captured by the 

attackers in the tcpdumb or libcap format.  

Also, this command allows user to choose from multiple options while anonymizing the 

traffic that includes, port numbers, IP addresses, flags, transport protocols and time stamps 

etc. Overall, it is an extremely useful tool for anonymization and uses certain strong 

techniques like CANINE, and SCRUB-PA etc. that allows to have strong randomization 

algorithm [2]. 

This command is although extremely useful, yet it is only suitable for the tcpdumb tool 

and in case attacker is using any other command for packet sniffing, then this command 

would not stay able to protect the traffic. Other than this, tool also uses tradeoffs of security 

and privacy when it comes to choice of multiple options for randomization. This means that 

while protecting one set of information, user would have to put certain other details at stake  

[3]. 

2. Tcpdpriv-  

Tcpdpriv is also used for eliminating the private information from the network interface. 

This command allows user to choose the anonymization of IP address mainly in such a way 

that client IP address is changed to another IP address of same class. This is a very useful 

command for TCP and is highly relied upon with tcpdumb. However, some of its limitations 

render its use in recent implementations. It has been revealed that if attacker captures traffic 

systematically, then the anonymization algorithm for the command can be known and the 

original detail of packet can be revealed. Also, the command is only useful for the IP address 

anonymization and not for the rest of packet information [4]. 

3. TCPurify: 

Tcpurify is a command tool similar to the tcpdumb that is used for privatizing the packet 

header information. It works in such a way that when the header is recognized by the 

receiver, all the rest of incoming packets are removed for their data payload. As there is no 

information present in the packets, so attacker cannot attempt decode technique on them. 

This tool is however subjected to critical exceptions which render its use in high profile 

networks and especially clients that continually change its location. First of all, the tool does 
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not allow security to the ICMP and other similar packets which are used in routine. Secondly, 

if the attacker is able to capture the first packet that is send for connection to server, it can 

reverse the action to capture entire data payload [5]. 

4. Sanitize: 

Sanitize is another information censoring tool that is used for compressing the tcpdumb 

files and eliminating the confidential information. It renumbers the host entries and after 

selecting classes of packets, eliminates rest of data. It not only reduces overall size of packet 

to only concerned information but also allows to put data to public without any security 

concern. To use the tool, sanitize-tcp trace file is used.  

This tool is however, only related with compression and renumbering of IP addresses 

and cannot completely censor entire data packet private information [5].  

1.1.2 Need of Encryption Mechanism 

Censorship and protection of data packets in network. Indeed, it is a very essential 

practice in public networks. Internet service providers use special technique to censor and 

prohibit information from being revealed to third party [6]. However, through certain 

network supervision tools and techniques, attackers can easily access these packets and 

extract important information from out of it. For example, traffic captured from Wireshark 

can be searched for the information like user name, passwords, IP address and MAC address 

of users. Once this information is hijacked, it can be used by attacker to carry out DOS, 

DDOS, Trojan and other kinds of malicious attacks on the network, as IP spoofing becomes 

extremely easy in this way. This information is however private and can put entire network 

at risk. 

A technique is required so that this highly private information remains secure 

between client and server and does not get revealed to any third party. Certain techniques 

can be implemented in this regard, that include use of VPN, encryption, censorship and so 

on. Any certain method is chosen on the basis of security and ease of use it provides to rest 

of network [6].  
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1.2 Objectives 

The main objective of this research would be to come up with a secure solution to 

network supervision and optimization, so that during network tracing, no important or 

private information about the network is revealed in the intermediary servers or hops. For 

this purpose, the software will act as a sanitization tool where this private information will 

be encrypted as they are transferred across the network using the TCP/IP protocol and packet 

sniffers can only see the cipher text and cannot then be able to acquire the exact details of 

these private information. To implement this, following objectives would be fulfilled: 

1. Through the encryption and encapsulation, network tracing is to secure sensitive 

information such as passwords and social security details from packets as they are 

transferred across the internet.  

2. Once the application is completed and successful it should allow both encryption 

and decryption of these sensitive information in a client server architecture.    

3. Encryption is implemented in such a way that it has minimum processing time at 

client and server and does not cause any delay or interruption in the network tracing 

process.  

4. Proper encryption mechanism is used which is complex enough for attackers to 

decode.  

5. It should ensure that privet information cannot be seen by packet sniffers such as 

Wireshark as the packets are being transferred in the network. 
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Chapter 2 

2.1 The Problem Statement 

Large network organizations tend to use network supervision tools so that they may 

supervise network traffic and keep track of network performance all the time.  These network 

traces always leave their information while they analyze through different points of the 

network.  This information sharing or network resource tracing cannot be avoided as it allows 

to check network connectivity and helps in pointing out the point which is causing issue. [6] 

Despite the existence of several supervision tools, these supervision tools do not 

address specifically the issue of user privacy in packets as they are transported across the 

network. Sanitization tools provide a valuable resource for abstracting private or sensitive 

information of users from network packets such that attackers cannot obtain this information 

and perform network attacks. 

 

Figure 1 Security techniques in different countries 

Keeping in view the importance of these tracers commands and the information they 

provide about the network, a more secure mechanism is required that may help in performing 

the job with better security to the client’s end [7].  
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Multiple encryption techniques have been implemented in this regard, that allow to 

encrypt network traces for their security. However, these encryption methods either encrypt 

a certain part of the packet or provide insufficient security of client server communication. 

For this purpose, a software is required that will seek to encrypt these sensitive data 

of users as they are transported across the network in packets so that packet sniffers cannot 

acquire this information. Tool in this regard, should be capable of providing an end to end 

encryption of chat between client and server. This should be done by encrypting private 

information of network that is typically not required during tracing but can cause serious 

threats to the network if revealed to any third party. This structure affords high level of 

security while using the internet protocol to transport packets in order to process transaction 

that would require this sensitive information. 

2.2 Assumptions 

1. The software will assume that the organization will be using a client server 

architecture. 

2. The packets will be transported using the TCP/IP protocol. 

3. The existing network data transfer rate will be sufficient. 

2.3 Justification 

This paper addressing the issue of user security of sensitive information when 

performing transactions in the internet/network. This will be done by providing encryption 

and decryption mechanisms that will allow the software to abstract this information from the 

packets as they are transferred in the network. 
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Chapter 3 

3.1 Literature Review 

This part details a review of the related literature of the subject under study by 

various researchers, analysts and authors. The review will discuss components of 

security mechanisms, ways of developing and implementing them, challenges of 

development and implementation of these security mechanisms. The literature will 

be drawn from several sources that are closely related to the purpose and objectives 

of the research. 

 

 Related Systems 

3.1.1 BITCOIN System 

Bitcoin offers a consensus mechanism known as proof of work that offers to 

solve the double spend problem and acts as a trusted third party to transactions 

performed in the bitcoin block chain network. Proof of works achieves consensus by 

providing a puzzle that is hard to solve but easy to verify the result. Special network 

nodes called miners collect all the pending transactions in the network and run the 

data through a cryptographic digest function called the secure hash algorithm 

(SHA_256) to find a 32-bit hash value. The 32-bit hash value has to meet a certain 

target set by the network and adjusted every 2016 blocks. If the hash value is wrong 

the miner slightly changes some value of the input data called a nonce, which is used 

together with the pending transactions data (which is unchanged) resulting into a 

completely different hash value. When the right hash is found the block is added onto 

the block chain. Bitcoin uses cryptographic hashes in order to secure their data in the 

block chain which offers a high level of security to these data [5]. 
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There is a major drawback in this system. In the bitcoin block chain, it 

involves computation intensive mechanism that will require high computing power 

from nodes in the network and also require special ASIC chips in order to generate 

the correct hashes. 

3.1.2 Natural Encryption 

A typical encryption has been implemented previously on network traces for the 

censorship of packets. This encryption however, only encrypts the data information and does 

not encrypt the headers, which remain in the plain text format [6]. Moreover, as the headers 

carry the information about protocol being used and fingerprints of the applications that is 

being operated by client, so, it makes overall packet vulnerable for the attack. Attacker can 

use information of application and protocol to gather in depth information about network 

initiate the attack. 

2.1.3 Format Transforming Encryption 

Format Transform Encryption is a mechanism that has been introduced recently for 

misinterpretation of DPIs (Deep Packet Inspection). In this technique, user can input regex 

of their choice and can get a random cryptographic key of their own choice. This allows to 

completely make DPIs uninterpretable, making them random for the attackers [8].  

The technique is used mainly to deceive the attackers by changing a certain protocol 

to any other such that attacker may not get the idea of the real information. FTP is almost 

similar to any other encryption apart from the fact that it uses specific format for the ciphers 

and is mainly being targeted for DPIs. Regex based cipher in this regard, are considered most 

reliable for use. 

The technique is extremely useful as it is being worked upon for the appid, I7-filter, 

YAF, bro and nProbe these days. However, its use of specific cipher format make it 

vulnerable, as a certain format can be figured out by attacker during the foot printing and 

can put entire method at stake [8]. 
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3.2 Solution Development 

To developing a censoring tool for private information from network packet traces, 

this paper will grow approach and development of our tool for secure, personalized and 

sanitized data.  

The main goal of the software development would be to provide a network trace 

mechanism in which user would be able to configure the trace packet structure that is being 

used for network administration. Development would be carried out on the packet socket 

programming tool using the JAVA script. Complete implementation would be carried out in 

a systematic manner in which following procedure would be extensively followed. 

First of all, a client and server application would be developed by using the packet 

socket programming. As it is a two way communication, in which client is going to test the 

network for connectivity to the server, so, overall software would be divided into two parts, 

one for the client and one at the server end. Encryption code would be added at the client 

workstation end, while the decryption code would be added at the server side. After this, a 

connection would be established between both parties in which encrypted packet would be 

communicated to the server that would read the trace packet. 

 

Figure 2 Application Overview 
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For the trace packets creation would be done through the process of structure 

packing and unpacking on the binary and actual data of the packet. This structure packing 

would be implemented in order to make the packet precise and more optimized. 

Usually, header information is encapsulated each time the packet moves through the 

OSI network layers during a connection. But as we have to first remove the private 

information from the header, so, we would proceed by identification of the IP packets in the 

TCP/UDP headers. To check the sensitive data by IP and TCP, we would use Wireshark that 

would help in identification of the packet details.  

In the end, whole encapsulated packet would be communicated to the serve which 

would unpack and decrypt the packet. 
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Chapter 4  

4.1 Research Methodology 

The purpose of this research is to document the existence of various security 

challenges and consequences that may arise due to a security breach. Security is a 

very important issue especially when it comes to the IT world where almost 

everything is automated through the use of computers and information is available 

freely in the internet. Anyone with an internet connection can access several services 

from the internet. These services may require users to give some confidential 

information such as social security number or bank account detail or passwords 

which are confidential to the users. However, in organizations that use information 

technology systems several niches occur that an attacker may use in order to 

compromise the security of that system. 

4.2 Techniques Being Implemented 

According to the network type, a solution is made which may take into account entire 

considerations of the communication. As TCP/IP network type is being used, so, socket 

programming is the main methodology of code development. Packet socket programming 

has been used by the JAVA for development of the encryption code. Socket Programming 

used in code is based on TCP because it is more reliable than UDP. Server programming is 

implemented in Server class and client is implemented in Client class but is initiated in 

Register class, as register class is used for getting client’s information. 

4.2.1 TCP Protocol 

TCP is a standard that characterizes how to build up and keep up a system discussion 

by means of which application programs can trade information. TCP characterizes how 
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PCs send packets of data to each other. TCP works in client-server mode to guarantee 

that all messages will be delivered in correct order and ensures a reliable connection with 

a larger number of packets sent. 

4.2.2 Packet Socket Programming 

Sockets are abstraction through which application layer can send file from one user 

to another. They are uniquely identified through the internet address and port numbers 

they carry and are basically the reserved ports of the server through which server and 

client communicate. Stream sockets are being used in this case due to TCP protocol 

which provide reliable byte stream service. Stream socket is more useful as it can be 

used for services like network supervision, telnet rlogin and slogin etc. [9].  

Packet socket programming in this regard, consists of server and client sockets. 

Servers are the passive sockets that silently wait for the clients’ call while clients are 

active sockets that must know address of server and initiate communication. The 

programming is based on 8 step method that is explained as below: 

1) Socket create a new communication end point 

2) Bind attaches local address to socket 

3) Listen notifies that node is available for listening 

4) Accept blocks caller until connection request is received 

5) Connect establishes connection 

6) Send sends data over connection 

7) Receive receives data 

8) Close disconnects the connection 
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Client server communication through socket programming is shown for TCP  

 

Figure 3 Stream Socket Communication 

The socket programming is highly transport layer specific and thus the protocol of TCP 

or UDP should be defined as IPPROTO_TCP, IPPROTO_UDP or IPPROTO_ICMP 

The JAVA programming in this regard, has three man classes which include, socket, 

server socket and datagram socket. Socket is used in JAVA for TCP client implementation, 

server socket for the server side implementation while datagram for using UDP client and 

server. In this implementation, socket and server socket is implemented [10].  

4.2.3 Encryption Algorithm 

Concept of Evolution Algorithm has been used for the encryption code development in 

which multiple random approaches are used so that in the end, a final code solution may be 

achieved [11]. Evolution Algorithm is evolving in nature such that it allows to practice 

random approaches that may or may not be useful. As the approaches are implemented, a 
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final code is developed through the use of algorithms like genetic algorithm, classifier 

systems, evolution strategies and genetic programming. Steps involved in this regard, 

include, selection mutation and reproduction.  

This approach is used due to the fact that end to end encryption is being achieved 

between client and server through AES encryption key. This requires that multiple structures 

are first created and then mutated accordingly. 

4.2.4 AES Encryption Mechanism 

Advanced Encryption System is used for the encryption of data header. It used block 

ciphers and create a symmetric encryption in which both the end points have one shared key. 

The usability of this system is based on the level of block ciphers it uses. At the moment, 

AES-128, AES-192 and AES-256 are available in which the number represents the block 

cipher bits. As the number of bits increases, complexity and security of AES encryption 

increases.  

For encrypting data, data packet is converted into an array and then transformed with the 

code in rounds of 10, 12 and 14 for 128, 192 or 256 bit encryption. Every round consists of 

steps of substitution transposition and mixing, which is similar to the concept of Evaluation 

Algorithm. 

 

Figure 4 AES Encryption 
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Chapter 5 

5.1 System Analysis 

The overall objective of the systems analysis phase is to understand the proposed 

research, ensure that it will support requirements, and build a solid foundation for 

system development. 

5.1.1 Use Case Analysis 

The Unified Modelling Language (UML) is a widely used method of 

visualizing and documenting software systems design. UML uses object-oriented 

design concepts, but it is independent of any specific programming language and can 

be used to describe business processes and requirements generally. UML provides 

various graphical tools, such as use case diagrams and class diagrams. 

 

Figure 5 Use case Diagram for client and server functionality 
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5.1.2 Class Diagrams 

Class diagrams show the classes in a system, attributes and operations of each class 

and the relationship between each class. 

 

Figure 6 Class Diagrams for classes’ application functionality 

5.1.3 Data Flow Diagrams 

A data flow diagram (DFD) shows how data moves through an information system 

but does not show program logic or processing steps. 
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Figure 7  Data Moving Through an Information System 

5.2 System Requirements 

1. Input 

The input for system will include on the client side, username, social security, email 

address, password...etc. 

2. Process Examples 

 The client will have to include, username, social security, email address and text 

message he/she would like to send to the client. 

 The social security, password, date of birth and text messages will be encrypted. 
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 On sending, the message will appear on the server UI including the client's 

information and the text message sent in their decrypted format. 

3. Performance  

The system will support one communication at a time from the client to the server. 

However, several clients may connect to the server at different time intervals. 

4. Control  

The system provides encryption and decryption of the social number, DOB, passwords 

and message sent before they are being sent over the network, and provide decryption once 

they have been received on the server side. 

5.3 System Design 

5.3.1 Architectural Design 

System architecture, which translates the logical design of an information system into a 

physical blueprint, or architecture that includes hardware, software, network support, 

processing methods, and security. 

Application will work with a distributed computing strategy called client/server 

architecture that client and server are sharing a single network and server uses the same 

mechanism of encryption and decryption as of client. 

5.3.1.1  Client/Server Architecture 

The term client/server architecture generally refers to systems that divide processing 

between one or more networked clients and a central server. In a typical client/server system, 

the client handles the entire user interface, including data entry and screen presentation logic. 

The server stores the data and provides data access. Application logic is divided in some 

manner between the server and the clients. 
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Client/server designs can take many forms, depending on the type of server and the 

relationship between the server and the clients. The nature of the communication depends 

on the type of server. A transaction server handles a set of commands, an object server 

exchanges object messages with clients, and a Web server sends and receives Internet-based 

communications. In the case of our web-application we shall use Apache as our Web server, 

java to process both transaction and object requests.  

 

Figure 8 Client/Server Architecture 

5.3.2 User Interface Design 

The applications user interface is built mainly on forms for data entry and reports in the 

form of tables for data output. 

5.3.2.1  Input Design 

The application uses a variety of forms to enter data. . The input design has the username, 

email, phone number, date of birth, password, social security number and server IP address 

fields. The client class is responsible for the implementation of the GUI which uses java 

swing. Java Swing classes in use include JButton, JTextField, JFrame, JLabel, 

JOptionFrame, colour, container, font, actionEvent, ActionListener, borderFrame, while 

using the model view controller (MVC) architecture 
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Figure 9 Registration 

Clients enter data into the users table while subjecting the data entered to a number of 

checks. The client must first connect to the server in order to send any messages to the server. 

5.3.2.2 Output Design 

The output will include the encrypted text messages, passwords, username, email 

address, phone, date of birth and social security number of the client. The output interface is 

designed using the Swing classes and is actualized by the Server class in the implementation 

program. The output has the data fields in their decrypted format with the cypher text for the 

encrypted fields which include date of birth, password and social security fields. 
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Figure 10 Output of Information 

5.3.3 Network Environment 

Network environment is made such that a router is connected with the two PCs 

(client/ server) and a VLAN network configuration is done on the computers. Both client 

and server PCs are added in same VLAN such that they are able to share data with each 

other. Router is configured for the DHCP configuration in order to provide dynamic IP 

addresses to the PCs. This is done in order to represent that encryption is valid for all 

kinds of dynamic IP addresses. The server is then accessed through by client PC through 

the gateway router. Overall network diagram is shown as below: 
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Figure 11 Network Diagram 

5.3.4 Approaches to analyze and design networks 

Network communication is going to be set up in real time in which two computers is 

connected to the router. One computer would be used to establish the server client 

communication while the second is server which uses for supervision of network packet 

communication and performs duties of server.  

After the configuration of network setup, encryption is done at the client side first and 

then at the server side. For the encryption, One initial vector and a key is provided to java 

code and thus code uses these two terms for encryption and decryption. Here, we are using 

AES with CBC mode to encrypt a message as ECB mode is not semantically secure.  An 

external jar is used for Base64 encoding otherwise java served well for encryption and 

provided strong libraries for encryption. The encryption/decryption is performed in the 

Encryption class in the given code. 

Solution testing is aimed to be done in such a way that first of all communication 

between the router and PCs would be checked and whether they are in upstate. After this, 

client and server communication for sample message transmission would be analyzed.  

In the second phase, Wireshark has been chosen for the testing of censorship 

implementation from packet sniffer point of view. Wireshark is a strong packet sniffing tool 

and is able to reveal usernames and passwords also, apart from the port address and packet 

details. So, it would be checked that whether packet is able to hide its information from 

packet sniffers or not and the degree to which it is useful. 
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Chapter 6  

Society need to communicate over insecure media in a secure way, consequently 

cryptography is a significant tool to accomplish this objective. Application is designed to 

perform chat in between server and client in which chat is send in encrypted form and when 

received is decrypted and shown both encrypted and decrypted form on each host. 

Encryption scheme used is AES which is block cipher symmetric encryption scheme. Before 

connection different string including client’s information is send to server in which some is 

encrypted and some is not depends on the nature of attribute. The host is able to send and 

receive messages and is able to encrypt and decrypt the data. 

6.1  Implementation  

6.1.1 Configuration 

1. The application is developed on two computers (client and server) running 

Windows 10 operating system.  

2.  Connection with router 

 Making connection between client and server is configured by using the 

Cisco C881- K9 router. The router has been configured for the VLAN and 

DHCP protocol by using the ClearTerminal App which is the Command 

prompt for the router. Setup phase is shown as below 
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Figure 12 Router Setup 

 After the setup phase is completed. PCs connection to the router is made. 

For this purpose, two PCs’ network cables are plugged to ports FE0 and 

FE1 on the back of the router, lights on the router’s front panel for FE LAN. 

Figure 13 Router Connections 
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 Now a VLAN network configuration is done on the computers because 

client and server have to share a single network for sharing data with each 

other. VLAN configuration steps are as follows: 

Table 1 VLAN Configuration 

  Command Purpose 

Step 1 Router# config term 

Router(config)# vlan 1 

Router(config-vlan)# exit 

Router# 

Entering into oniguration mode 

and tehn creating vlan with name 

of VLAN 1. Exit commands end 

the VLAN mode.  

Step 2 Router(config)# int vlan 1 

Router(config-if)#ip address 

192.168.1.1 255.255.255.0  

Router(config-if)#no shutdown 

Router(config-if )#exit  

Router(config)# Ctrl-z 

Router# 

After VLAN creation, IP addresses 

are allocated to the VLAN which 

are allowed to share data packets 

in the VLAN. 

 

 

 

Figure 14 VLAN Configuration 
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 After the VLAN configuration, DHCP is configured on the router for the 

dynamic IP address allocation to the client. Details of the DHCP 

configuration commands are shown as below: 

Table 2 DHCP Configuration 

 
Command Purpose 

 Router # config term Entering the 

configuration terminal 

mode 

Step 1 ip dhcp excluded-address low-address [high-

address] 

Router(config)# ip dhcp excluded-address 

192.168.1.0 192.168.1.30 

  

Allocates the IP 

Addresses that cannot 

be assigned in DHCP. 

Router IP address is 

removed in this, which 

is the gateway. 

Step 2 ip dhcp pool name 

Router(config)# ip dhcp pool dpool1 

Router(dhcp-config)# 

  

DHCP pool address is 

created which consists 

of IP address range that 

is allotted to client 

devices  

Step 3 network network-number [ mask |prefix-length ] 

Router(dhcp-config)#network 192.168.1.0 

255.255.255.0 

Router(dhcp-config)# 

  

DHCP subnet is 

assigned in a similar 

fashion 
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Step 4 default-router address Example: 

Router(dhcp-config)#default-router 192.168.1.1 

Router(dhcp-config)# 

  

Default router for 

DHCP is assigned 

 

Step 5 Exit 

Router(dhcp-config)# exit 

Router(config)# Ctrl-z 

Router # 

  

Existing DHCP mode 

Step 6 Router # show ip  dhcp pool Reviewing the assigned 

IP  address 

configuration 

 

 

Figure 15 DHCP Configuration 
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6.1.2 System Components 

The system can be seen to be comprised of the following components (modules): 

1. Encryption class 

2. Client class 

3. Server class 

4. Register class 

They are shown in Appendix  

6.1.3 Final Application Layout 

Final Application layout shows that before connection to server, client agrees on 

providing its basic information to the server. This includes client’s email address, username 

and password etc.  

 

Figure 16 Client-Server connection 
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6.1.4 Final Application Working 

After entire configuration of network for the client/server and completing 

implementation of the application, a network censorship tool has been created which allows 

to establish a real time end to end encrypted communication platform between client and 

server for the chat. Final working layout is shown as below: 

 

6.2 Testing 

The testing of an individual program or module is called unit testing. The goal is to 

recognize and take out execution blunders that could make the program end unusually, and 

logic mistakes that could have been missed. 

Testing phase is implemented in two phases. In the first phase, application testing. 

In the second phase, Wireshark is used for testing the encryption of data packet. 

Figure 17 Application Working 
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6.2.1 Configuration of the Connection between Client and Server 

1. After VLAN and DHCP configuration are done successfully, using ping command 

to test configuration and connectivity between router and PCs. 

This screenshot on PC server showing the IP addresses assigned by DHCP server. IP 

address is 192.168.1.31, mask 255.255.255.0 and gateway 192.168.1.1 

This screenshot on PC client showing the IP addresses assigned by DHCP server. 

IP address was 192.168.1.32, mask 255.255.255.0 and gateway 192.168.1.1 

Figure 19 Client IP Address 

Figure 18 Server IP Address 
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2. Starting server 

On successfully running the Server class the following window is displayed on the console. 

The window shows that the server starts at the port (6000) that it is running on and that it is 

ready to accept connection.  

 

Figure 20 Running Server 

3. Performing registration of the client  

After successfully running the Register class, the following window is displayed on 

the console. The window shows the fields that need to be filled by the client details, IP 

server and submit this information to make connection  

 

 

4. After filling in the fields in the register UI and successfully connecting the client to 

the server, the both server and client windows are displayed.  

Figure 21 Running Register class 
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 The following server window is displayed. The window shows the various 

fields with their initialized values. On the encrypted fields it shows their 

cipher text right next to the fields. 

 

Figure 22 Server window 

 The following client window is displayed. The window shows that the 

client successfully connected to the server and a default message from 

server is displayed to acknowledge the connection. 
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Figure 23 Client Window 

5. Now they can send a message from client to server and from server to client and 

troubleshooting with the packet sniffer to check if the private information is secured 

and the only visible messages are encrypted. 

On successful sending of messages from the server and client following information is 

displayed on the server and client UI. They show the messages sent by them both in their 

encrypted and decrypted formats. However, the messages send by client followed by client’s 

data, and it shows in both client and server but in client, sensitive information is be encrypted 

and in server, sensitive information is be decrypted. 
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Figure 24 Encryption and Decryption at Server  

 

Figure 25 Encryption and Decryption at Client 
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6. On logout or closing one of the client or server window, the following windows are 

displayed. These windows show a message that the client or server are not available. 

Terminal: 

 

 

Figure 27 Terminal of Server 

6.2.2 Wireshark Testing 

Wireshark is sanitization tool that can be used as a packet sniffer to acquire packets 

information as they are transferred in a network through the TCP/IP protocol. 

Figure 26 Logout windows 
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In this paper, the real time testing is done by establishing a communication at the 

Wireshark where real time communication and packet transmission could be viewed. Simple 

network administration is done at both ends and after capturing packets, there structure are 

seen. The stream is checked for the proper encryption testing and whether the program 

clearly encrypts the data or not. If the packet has encrypted the private information, which 

was previously visible. This means that private information has been successfully censored. 

Below is the screenshot of typical Wireshark traffic capturing that shows a test of the client 

server connection and the connection IP addresses used. While running the connection with 

two PCs and a router, the IP addresses used will be 192.168.1.32 for client and 192.16.1.31 

for server.  

 

Figure 28 Wireshark Traffic Capture Result 
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By TCP connections, it will be checked that whether packet is able to encrypt its 

privet information from packet sniffers or not. The following screenshot shows that is asking 

Wireshark to follow all TCP connections between the client and the server. 

 

Figure 29 TCP Packets 

To see the sender or receiver details, certain IP address is checked for the TCP 

stream, as shown below: 

 

Figure 30 TCP Stream  
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After successful following of the TCP/IP stream for client server connection, TCP 

stream result in below figure shows that entire packet is encrypted and random key words 

as seen. Entire information of packet is that encapsulated in an encrypted format. 

 

 

Figure 31 TCP Stream Result 

That means information is displayed from the packet as they are transported in the 

network. It can be noted that the encrypted fields that are the password, date of birth, social 

security number and the messages existed in the packet as an encrypted text  

In the below figure, it can be seen that apart from encryption, packet is conveying its 

routine information as usual 
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Figure 32 Packet Capture Details 

This information from Wireshark software is proof enough that we have achieved our 

main objective- to hide sensitive information from packet traces making them suitable for 

submission with fault reports when seeking help to troubleshoot network problems - as the 

packets are being transferred over the TCP/IP protocol in the network. 
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Chapter 7 

This is the chapter that finalizes everything. The measures of success of the system 

is discussed and skills and knowledge gained during the software development process is 

also outline here. Future recommendations and research limitations for this system are also 

mentioned. 

7.1 Achievements 

At the end of the assigned development time, the following achievements were met 

1. A responsive user interface design was developed for the system 

2. The system was able to encrypt the sensitive information from users. 

3. The system was able to hide the sensitive information in packets as they were being 

transported in the network and was tested by Wireshark software.  

4. The system was able to decrypt the information in the server side  

5. A full software engineering document is produce. 

7.2 Research Limitations 

Application limitations are linked with the encryption mechanism and probability of 

security attacks mainly. AES encryption is although the most secured form of encryption, 

yet attacker are always busy in finding ways to eavesdrop communicating packet. So, it is 

expected that the application may get hindered due to these two reasons, before it could be 

completely commercialized.  
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Encryption mechanism chosen is Symmetric key encryption in which both the sender and 

receiver have same private key for encryption can decryption. This can create issues of 

compatibility and open use of encryption so that a mutual end to end communication is 

established. Moreover, in the field of networking, this is the most difficult task to achieve. 

This complete application has been developed with the supposition that the end user client 

is static and not changing its location. The server on the other hand, is also known in this 

case. 

Due to this, this approach cannot be applied as it is on the clients that may change their 

position or network as this would result in change of network and the server in turn. Changed 

server would make it difficult for the client to send similar encrypted data frame without 

initial setup phase, which is in turn, related with certain limitations. Due to this, a specific 

kind of static connection is possible and the mobility is not very much welcomed. This would 

also increase the complexity as a secured initial setup phase would be required that may 

allow to share the initial pins in a secured format which is protected by the attack. 

Other than this, establishment of key for the servers is another complex task which 

requires a vast level implementation of encryption tool at the server level. Clients are usually 

connected to servers of the Internet service provider. This means that server is not the entity 

which can stay under the control of client. This can create issues during establishment of the 

setup as same server is typically used for multiple number of clients. As the server is not 

dedicated, so, it is less likely that ISP would change entire setup for one client only. On the 

other hand, a vast level implementation in which overall encryption change is established, is 

very complicated and costly to be established, requiring long term planning, execution and 

setup phase at the server level. This in turn, requires to have compatible devices and 

technology.  

As far as the security is concerned, encryptions are highly prone to attacks and 

eavesdropping. Attackers always try to breach network security through multiple kinds of 

self-created keys and algorithms and as soon as the key is broken, attacker becomes able to 

attack on to the network and steal all the data information packets. AES encryption is no 

doubt an extremely secured kind of encryption mechanism that allows to secure network 
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from external attack, yet still, it is a mechanism that is today used at multiple levels. This 

common usability has caused it to be more vulnerable as attackers can now also use it for 

learning algorithms and multiple decryption mechanisms. In such scenario, if the attacker is 

skilled enough, then there exists a possibility that attacker may figure out the encryption key 

and decrypt the frame. If this attack occurs, then the whole implementation would come at 

stake and purpose of encryption of data frame would be destroyed. 

7.3 Future Scope 

A further research can be carried out in the field where encryption can be combined with 

the block chain. Block chain technology is a widely developing technology which is being 

implemented in field of medicine and other systems at large. Block chain technology allows 

to keep track  of the communication and decreases probability of attack as single packet is 

traced at multiple locations which cannot be avoided all at once by the attacker. This block 

chain along with appropriate encryption can allow to add more security to the 

communication, making overall ping concept more reliable.  

Bubble of trust is one Block chain technique which requires a certain end device to 

authenticate itself before establishing communication and once the communication is 

established, data packets are communicated. This can be further enhanced according to the 

application area in such a way that once the client comes under the server connection, server 

adds the device as a secured and trusted group. The trusted group would be communicated 

through the special encrypted mechanism while the entire communicate would be traced 

according to typical block chain technology. Addition into trusted group would allow to keep 

client separated from other clients in such a way that special services would be given. Also, 

keys would be used as per the requirement. This would add extra layer of security and more 

customization to the process.   
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7.4 Lesson Learned 

The knowledge learnt in class about the software development methodologies and 

system design was able to be applied directly in the field through feasibility study, 

requirements gathering, data gathering, data analysis and software modelling with UML. 

Problem solving and decision-making techniques was also applied in the field. By 

developing working version of the system several programming languages were able to be 

mastered and learned. The research was able to provide first-hand experience about several 

important fields of Computer Science and Networking like network security and application 

development. It has helped in mastering of the Java programming languages with its vast 

API [12].  

This research work also enabled the application of Human Computer Interface 

principles in the design of the system user interface. Through this system development 

process JAVA APIs were learned and how they can be integrated to other systems. In the 

process, live deployment of web application to servers was also able to be learned, this 

facilitated acquiring of knowledge on server configurations. Computer network security was 

also learned in the process by configuring remote access to the web server for maintenance 

of updates one need a pair of public and private key was extensively covered in this domain. 

Knowledge of research management was also acquired during this system 

development process. 
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Conclusion 

Network tracing is essential for any network as it allows to get periodic updates about 

network connectivity. However, there ability to share private information can put network 

security at stake. Network security is a critical aspect that is worth consideration in choosing 

data transfer within data networks. 

End to end encryption of important data packets in this regard can help in achieving 

secrecy of information data and allows to keep private information private from the third 

party intermediary nodes. Encryption is although, also prone to some attacks, however, 

choice of strong algorithms can allow to secure data at high levels. The encryption is such 

that it appears as a pseudorandom collection of alphabets and does not reveal any information 

about packet header or actual message string. 

Tools like Wireshark and Netcad etc. are highly optimized to fetch private information 

of incoming packets, yet still, end to end encryption can allow to keep data confidential from 

these tools also. Apart from encryption of header information only, client and server can 

mutually agree to encrypt entire packet also.  

To keep this communication secure, stronger and new algorithms can also be 

implemented which can further assure that no attacker is able to decrypt the packet through 

self-created keys and decryption techniques. It is recommended in this regard, that the 

concept is further researched over centralized encryptions also. So that more complex forms 

of symmetric keys can be developed.  
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Appendix  

Systems Components  

Server Class 

try 
   { 
    String welcometext = Encryption.encrypt("Hello! 
This is server. What's up?"); 
    toClient.writeUTF(welcometext); 
    toClient.flush(); 
    jta.append("\nServer Says: " + welcometext + 
'\n'); 
    jta.append("Decrypted: Hello! This is server. 
What's up?" + '\n'); 
    this.tosend = "Client's Data: Name: " + 
this.users + " Email: " + this.emails + " Phone: " + this.phones + " 
\nDob: " + Encryption.decrypt(this.dobs) + " Pass: " + 
Encryption.decrypt(this.passs) + " SSN: " + 
Encryption.decrypt(this.socials) ; 
    thread = new Thread(this); 
    thread.start(); 
   }catch(Exception ex) 
   { 
    JOptionPane.showMessageDialog(null, 
ex.toString()); 
   } 
   add(main); 
   setVisible(true); 
  } 
  @Override 
  public void run() 
  { 
  while(true) 
  { 
   try  
   { 
     String message1 = fromClient.readUTF(); 
     if (message1.equals("LOGOUT")) 
     { 
     
 JOptionPane.showMessageDialog(null, "Client Not Available."); 
      System.exit(0); 
     } 
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     System.out.println(message1); 
     String[] a = message1.split(";"); 
     String message = a[1]; 
     String message2 = 
Encryption.decrypt(message); 
     jta.append('\n' + tosend + '\n'); 
     jta.append('\n' + users + " Says: " + 
message + '\n'); 
     jta.append("Decrypted: " + message2 + 
'\n'); 
      
   }catch (IOException e)  
   { 
    JOptionPane.showMessageDialog(null, 
e.toString()); 
   } 
  }  
 } 

Client Class 

try 
  { 
   @SuppressWarnings("resource") 
   Socket socket = new Socket(ip , 6000); 
   toServer = new 
DataOutputStream(socket.getOutputStream()); 
   fromServer = new 
DataInputStream(socket.getInputStream()); 
   toServer.writeUTF(tosend); 
   setVisible(true); 
   jta.append("The Server Welcomes You!"); 
   thread = new Thread(this); 
   thread.start(); 
    
    
  }catch(Exception ex) 
  { 
   JOptionPane.showMessageDialog(null, ex.toString()); 
  } 
 } 
 @Override 
 public void run() 
 { 
 while(true) 
 { 
  try  
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  { 
   String message = fromServer.readUTF(); 
   if (message.equals("LOGOUT")) 
   { 
    JOptionPane.showMessageDialog(null, "Server Not 
Available."); 
    System.exit(0); 
   } 
   String message2 = Encryption.decrypt(message); 
   jta.append("\nServer Says: " + message + '\n'); 
   jta.append("Decrypted: " + message2 + '\n'); 
    
  }catch (IOException e)  
  { 
   JOptionPane.showMessageDialog(null, e.toString()); 
   System.exit(0); 
  } 
 }  
} 

Register Class 

public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent arg0) { 
   
 if((nameField.getText().isEmpty()||phoneField.getText().isEmpty()|
|emailField.getText().isEmpty()||passwordField.getText().isEmpty()||dob.g
etText().isEmpty())) 
    { 
    
 JOptionPane.showMessageDialog(mainDialog, "Please Fill all the 
Fields...!"); 
      
    } 
    else 
    { 
     new Client(nameField.getText(), 
emailField.getText() , phoneField.getText() , 
Encryption.encrypt(dobField.getText()) , 
Encryption.encrypt(passwordField.getText()) , 
Encryption.encrypt(socialField.getText()), ipField.getText()); 
     mainDialog.setVisible(false); 
    } 
   }}); 
  c.add(SubmitButton); 
   
  mainDialog.setVisible(true); 
 } 
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Encryption Class 

public static String encrypt(String value)  
 { 
     try { 
         IvParameterSpec iv = new 
IvParameterSpec(initVector.getBytes("UTF-8")); 
         SecretKeySpec skeySpec = new 
SecretKeySpec(key.getBytes("UTF-8"), "AES"); 
   
         Cipher cipher = 
Cipher.getInstance("AES/CBC/PKCS5PADDING"); 
         cipher.init(Cipher.ENCRYPT_MODE, skeySpec, iv); 
   
         byte[] encrypted = cipher.doFinal(value.getBytes()); 
         return Base64.encodeBase64String(encrypted); 
     } catch (Exception ex) { 
         ex.printStackTrace(); 
     } 
     return null; 
 } 
  
 public static String decrypt(String encrypted)  
 { 
     try { 
         IvParameterSpec iv = new 
IvParameterSpec(initVector.getBytes("UTF-8")); 
         SecretKeySpec skeySpec = new 
SecretKeySpec(key.getBytes("UTF-8"), "AES"); 
   
         Cipher cipher = 
Cipher.getInstance("AES/CBC/PKCS5PADDING"); 
         cipher.init(Cipher.DECRYPT_MODE, skeySpec, iv); 
         byte[] original = 
cipher.doFinal(Base64.decodeBase64(encrypted)); 
   
         return new String(original); 
     } catch (Exception ex) { 
         ex.printStackTrace(); 
     } 
   
     return null; 
 } 


